
 

Astute Graphics does not sell or trade your personal information with companies, organizations and individuals. We utilize the latest encryption methods to protect your personal data. Overview: The VectorScribe 2 is a professional drawing application for vector illustrations, built for artists and designers who work in pen and paper as well as those who rely on computer graphics. VectorScribe 2 is
filled with over 200 preset shapes (triangles, rectangles, circles) to quickly create any shape imaginable; perfect for quick sketches and rough drafts. No need to import an image file — just use our powerful brush engine or its infinite line variation that can help you draw freehand lines of different thicknesses and opacity levels using pressure sensitive graphics tablets (Wacom). VectorScribe 2 is the
only Mac application that supports Mac OS X Leopard Presentation Assistant, so you can now create amazing presentations using any shape from a vector file created in VectorScribe. Features:

"Added-value features":

VectorScribe 2 also features a set of advanced tools to help painters and artists work with vector illustrations, including being able to generate layer masks, saving selections as shapes or images, and converting images into vectors (CC/CT/AI). VectorScribe 2 is also an all-in-one solution for creating icon sets or icon libraries. The icon collections feature allows users to create icon sets of different
themes (i.e. Web, People, Technology) and applies automatically all possible color variations.

"Supported formats":

VectorScribe 2 is built with native support for Adobe Illustrator (ai), Enhanced Metafile (emf), Encapsulated PostScript (eps), Portable Document Format (pdf), Photoshop Document (psd) and Scalable Vector Graphics (svg) files. It also supports common vector-based image formats like JPEG, GIF, PNG and TIFF. "How do you get VectorScribe?":

VectorScribe 2 is sold online at www.vectorscribe. com. Users can download it instantly after purchase, or have it shipped to them on a CD. The software is available in two versions: the Standard Edition includes most of the tools and features mentioned above, while the Pro Edition also includes additional brush sets, pen types with pressure sensitivity support, special effects for brushes and vector
shapes, etc. "Minimum System Requirements":

Mac OS X 10.5 or later with 256 MB RAM "Vendor's Home Page Link":

Keyboard shortcuts are also available to move objects backward or forward an incremental amount of distance in selected axis. Shift+Arrow keys is used for moving the object only one vector point at a time in selected axis. 

http://www.vectorscribe.com/vectorscribe2/default.htm

http://www.vectorscribe.com/vectorscribe2/configuring.html

http://www.vectorscribe.com/vectorscribe2/macos-x-update-10-5-x.html

http://www.vectorscribe.
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